
 

 

Programs for Meaningful Engagement 

     

Boxed 

Programs 

The Great Courses Popular Titles: 
  

▪ Turning Points in American History 
A look at major events that altered our nation’s course. 

▪ America in the Gilded Age 
America’s most transformative time from post-Civil War-WWI. 

▪ America’s Founding Fathers 
The closing days of the American Revolution through the first 

decades under the newly created Constitution. 

▪ The American Revolution 
Survey of the causes that impelled us to a separation with the 

British Empire through the Treaty of Paris in 1783. 
 

Includes digital 

publicity + two 30-

min recorded 

lectures + day in 

history trivia + live 

moderation & 

discussion 

 

(RT: 75 min) 

   

Themed 

Programs 
Includes digital 

publicity+ program 

+ live moderation 

& discussion 

 

(RT: 45-50 min) 

 

▪ Golden Age of TV 
It’s the 1950s and America is tuning in! Program includes 15 min 

recorded Great Courses lecture about the invention of TV, 

patent battle and the beginning of networks and advertising. 

Participants test their TV show knowledge with trivia-name that 

TV show theme song, famous TV couples and more.  
 

▪ National Parks 
The roots of America’s conservation movement beginning in the 

1850s, with a focus on Theodore Roosevelt. Program includes a 

25 min recorded Great Courses lecture about the influence of 

artists and conservationists. Participants test their national park 

knowledge with trivia and are invited to share their park travel 

photos.  
 

▪ Women’s History 
Women who succeeded against tremendous odds in the 

challenging times of the 18th and 19th centuries. Program 

includes several digital shorts from Unladylike, a series 

celebrating inspiring women along with their contemporary 

trailblazers and heroines.  Each program showcases specific 

themes with live moderated discussion to follow. 
 

▪ Presidential History 
The founding era of presidents (1789-1825), Washington through 

Monroe. Program includes a 44 min recorded “Guide to the 

Presidents” about our new democracy and challenges to 

choose a president, the electoral college and formation of 

parties. Participants enjoy fun presidential history trivia in the 

chat and after the program. 



 

 

 

Zoom 

Tutorials 
(RT: 45 min) 

 

▪ Beginners I 
Zoom basics are explained including audio/video settings, chat 

box features, participant customization and more. Attendees 

test out their new skills in this interactive session. 
 

▪ Beginners II 
Participants familiar with Zoom learn how to set up their own 

Zoom meeting for family and friends in this interactive session. 
 

▪ Intermediate I 
Backgrounds-whether your home office or a virtual scene-make 

or break how you look on Zoom. Learn tips & tricks to optimize 

your space during this interactive session. 
 

▪ Intermediate II 
Screen share function including whiteboard, video and 

advanced share options are explained in this interactive session. 
 

▪ Advanced I 
Tech skills for optimizing your virtual presence including audio & 

video settings, backgrounds, lighting and apparel choices and 

equipment recommendations. 

 

Ready to Think Out of the Box? 

Contact Gina to book 

outoftheboxNJ@gmail.com 
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